
Proscenic i10 Cordless Vacuum Cleaner 
 

Features of Proscenic i10 

1.Powerful Suction for Thorough Cleaning 
Empowered by a high-efficient 350W motor, it can generate a high rotation speed of 80000 
rpm and large suction of up to 25000 Pa to effectively deep-clean any stubborn dirt and dust 
on the surface. 
 
2.Super Long Run Time  
With 8 2200-mAh large-capacity batteries installed, the i10 can run continuously for a 
maximum of 50 minutes, sufficient for cleaning the entire house in one go without needing 
to recharge or change the battery. 
 
3.Detachable Battery and Flexible Charging Methods 
The battery of the Proscenic i10 Cordless Vacuum Cleaner is detachable so that its run time 
can be further extended by having a second battery ready. Besides, the machine can either 
be charged through the charging base or take out the battery to charge separately. 
 
4.LED Touch Display 
A LED touch screen with a high-resolution interface is built on the top of the main unit to 
allow users to easily change working modes and be immediately notified of information about 
the machine’s current status, including the battery levels and error alerts. 
 
5.VBoost Technology 
With an advanced infrared sensor designed and installed on the brush head, its suction power 
will automatically and intelligently boost to the highest once carpets are detected to 
effectively remove tough dirt or dust. Once finishing cleaning carpets, it will return to the 
normal suction level to avoid battery draining. 
 
6.Three Working Modes 
There are three working modes (Auto mode, Eco mode and MAX mode) to be chosen based 
on different cleaning scenarios. In Auto mode, the machine will adjust its suction power to 
the optimal level when cleaning on different types of floors and different sizes of dirt. Once 
Eco mode is selected, it will run on the lowest noise level and maximum battery life with minor 
suction power. By contrast, the full suction power can be activated when MAX mode is turned 
on. 
 
7.Led Headlights Illumination 
The machine's brush head has been equipped with LED headlights to provide users with a 
bright and clear view of dark spots such as the space underneath the couch or bed, ensuring 
that there are no dirt and dust hidden in these invisible areas.   
 



8.Versatile Brushes for Various Cleaning Scenarios 
The Proscenic i10 Cordless Vacuum Cleaner is supplied with several auxiliary brushes. Firstly, 
the Mini Motorized Brush is specially designed for removing dust and mites on beds, sofas 
and pillows. Likewise, the round brush with an extension tube is ideal for cleaning dust and 
hair accumulated in high places such as the top of curtains or bookshelves. In addition, with 
the Long Crevice Nozzle attached, it can effortlessly fit in narrow spots such as corners and 
the space between sofa cushions.   
 
9.Multiple Stages Filtration System 
With four stages of filtration on the dust container, it can capture and lock in 99.99% of fine 
dust and particles as small as 0.3 micrometers in size while circulating fresh air back into the 
environment. That substantially helps alleviate health issues, especially for those suffering 
from asthma, allergies and other respiratory diseases. 
 
10.Applicable to Multiple Floor Types  
Featuring multi-functional auxiliary brushes and immense suction power, the i10 Cordless 
Vacuum Cleaner can work perfectly on any type of flooring (including carpets and hard floors) 
without leaving scratches and damages. 
 

 

Target User Group 

22-45 years old, with obvious occupational characteristics, such as doctors, clerks, office 
workers who have worked for several years. 
 



SPECS 

- Power: 350W 
- Voltage: 28.8V 
- Runtime: 50 min 
- Battery: 8*2200mAh 
- Color: Blue 
- Suction Power: (Max mode) 23000-25000 PA 
- Suction Power: (Auto mode) 12500-20500 PA 
- Suction Power: (Eco mode) 8500 PA 
- Rotating speed: 80000rpm 
- Noise in Decibels (dB) 70dB-78dB 
- Dustbin Capacity: 0.65L 
- Filtration System: 4 Stages HEPA Filtration System 
- Charge Time: 180 mins 
- Accessories: Adapter; Long Crevice Nozzle; Round Brush 


